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neither of us has ever {lounced oif before
bedtime and slammed our bedroom door.
Neither of us is a snorer, nor an especiatl_v light
sleeper. We rarely discuss it, to be honest, as it
doesn't bother us much at all. Sometimes we'd
simply prefer the space. for various reasons.

For example, some mornings I need to get up
at 6,30am, so retire accordingly early the night
before, while he works from home full-time,
and can, i-f he wants to, retire accordingh'late.
Occasionally, one of us wants to stay up ald
watch television in bed, sending illumiriations
from the blue screen dancing across the
walls, while the other yearns for slc'ep. Some

nights, he's in bed when I get back (drunk) arrd
I am considerate (and sober enough) to
acknowledge he won't want me charging in
and hissing hot wine breath in his ear.

But il we're honest, it's because we actually
agree with those over-50s: you do sleep better
when you sleep separately. Snoring and infant
usurpers are extreme examples, but even the
most practised co-sleepers covet the pleasure

of having the bed to themselves periodically.
You can get misty-eyed about sharing until
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your boyfriend elbows you in the face on the
way to the loo and you spend the next two
hours dozing erratically before his alarm goes

off an hour earlier than yours. Perhaps your
partner is a wriggler; perhaps they ge[ emails
fuom the American of{ice until 3am ald,
infuriatingly, won't tur-n their phone onto Do

Not Disturb.
Based on the reluctant admissions of friends,

occupying separate beds occasionally is an
enviable situation. One admitted that she

sometimes fabricates plans just so she can go to
her flat and have a doubie bed to herself. "AJter
a week of sharing, i get irrationaily furious
when I spread out and make contact with his
leg, so I go to my own home and cherish the
space," she says guiltily. Another once woke
her boyfriend up to beg him to stop spooning
her as she was overheating ("spooning is

swealy work"). My boyfriend has asked me, on
occasion, to tie up my hair so he doesn't
inadvertently chew it. Other friends regularly
endure furious, whispered arguments about
the unfair allocation of space: the smali hours
make you irrational and sensitive, so these
fights can last until one of you agrees to "just
practically sleep on the floor, then". Moreover,
sleep is the new miliennial obsession:
mindfulness gave way to ciean eating, u,hich
has given way to "clean sleeping", as promoted
by (who else) Gwyneth Paltrow in the Goop

Clean Beauty book.
While pragmatism is the enemy of romance,

I do think it's healthier for your rclationship to
sleep separately occasionaliy. Ultimately, you
should save the arguments for something more
meaningful than whose pillow is plumper. The

romanticism of spooning is no substitute for
the reality that sometimes -vou \ rant more
mattress space, and that's fine.

In my case, we're still paying for separate
roo[1s, so I suppose it also seems profligate *
especially in London - not to use them
sometimes. But I would never endorsc full
time separation. fhat would be pragmatic to
the point of soullessness. And sometimes I

change my mind and slither into his room
anylvay. Indeed, sometimes mine lies unused
for a fortnight. But, generally, (occasional)

absence makes the heart grow fonder - and
sleep far deeper. O
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